Abstract: Probe calibration is carried out under specific conditions; most of the error caused by the change of speed parameter has not been corrected, In order to reduce the measuring error influence on measurement accuracy, analyze the relationship between speed parameter and probe error, and using Bayesian network to establish the model of probe error. Model takes account of prior knowledge and sample data, with the updating of data, which can reflect the change of the errors of the probe and constantly revised modeling results.
Introduction
The probe is the key components of measurement system; its precision affects the overall measurement accuracy of system, which measures workpiece in the process and obtains the measurement data. According to the measurement results of treatment modify the process or compensate the machining error by other means, which improve machining precision of workpiece greatly and reduce defective index. The use of probe in this article is the British Renishaw OMP60 probe.
Probe errors sources
Using the probe to measure the workpiece, which usually with higher fast moving velocity close to the measured feature, reach approach distance, decelerate to measure velocity, measure the workpiece. The process of acceleration, deceleration and distance of acceleration and deceleration will affect trigger accuracy of probe system, which result the errors that directly affects the accuracy of the measurement data. The measurement data obtained are the displacement of the probe（l 1 or l 2 ）in the measurement, as shown in Fig.1 [1] . In order to obtain the measured size of the workpiece, the external dimensions subtract the diameter of the probe (d 0 ), Instead of internal size add the diameter of the probe (d 0 ).The total deformation of the measuring process are f, the actual amount of displacement of the probe then becomes ' 1 l or ' 2 l , Therefore, the introduction of an effective role in the probe diameter concepts: 0 2 =− ddf . In this case, the outer dimensions of the measurement: ' 1 =− Lld ; measuring the dimensions: ' 2 =+ Lld . The concept of effective role of diameter is to change the probe diameter [2] . 
Probe errors modeling research based on Bayesian Network
Bayesian Network. Bayesian network contains the Bayesian network structure (directed acyclic graph) and Bayesian network parameters (conditional probability distribution figure 1 , functional diameter of probe and DCC parameters has greater relevance, especially measurement speed. Therefore, setting motion parameters and calibration motion parameters should be consistent in the actual measuring process, and the functional diameter of the probe should be calibrated before measuring.
Error prediction. When the probe error model is completed, according to the network and probability distribution, the joint probability distribution can be calculated based on maximum likelihood principle.
When the joint probability distribution is known, any node in the model can be calculated according Bayesian formula. For example, assuming a sampling results of the sampling points as
; the predictive probability of d  as follows: 
Using the test data to predict the results, according to the formula (4), we use 18 set of test data to make predictions, the statistical analysis shows that the average relative error is 7.2%, Prediction accuracy is 83.3%. Experimental analysis. In order to verify the validity of the intuitively, design the following experiment: Measurement of the standard ball.
Fig.4 Standard ball experiments

Conclusion
Modeling method based on Bayesian network is different from the traditional fitting model, starting from the probability distribution of the data, on the one hand, using the language of graph theory visual expression to produce probe error causal dependencies between various factors, on the other hand, according to the principle of probability theory to analyze the inner relation between various factors, utilization, reduce the computational complexity of reasoning forecast, finally according to the target variable probability distribution prediction results are obtained, and modeling method is intuitive and high precision.
